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    Dr Julian Sale
  

    
          ...  to monitor the molecular choreography of proteins and DNA at sites of stalled replication. ...

      


	
      
    Professor Duncan Jodrell
  

    
            I endeavour to integrate and optimise the pre-clinical development and science-led clinical application of novel therapies and novel therapeutic combinations, including first into man (phase I) and associated studies.  My research goal is to identify...

      


	
      
    Dr K Gatley
  

    
          ...  170 patients being recruited from UK participating sites.  ...

      


	
      
    Professor Ming-Qing Du
  

    
          ...  B or T lymphocytes and occur at both nodal and extranodal sites. The accurate diagnosis of various lymphoma subtypes is critical in ...

      


	
      
    Dr Richard Baird
  

    
          Early phase clinical trials, including expertise in: 
...

      


	
      
    Miss Rachel Matthews
  

    
          ...  to extract a small number of cells from multiple tumour sites; this sampling method provides a better capture of the cell populations ...

      


	
      
    Dr Daniel Hodson
  

    
          ...  cells or memory B cells, whereas less competitive B cells default to apoptosis.  Rapidly changing, but tightly controlled, programmes of ...

      


	
      
    Professor Jean Abraham
  

    
          -

      


	
      
    Dr Oscar M Rueda
  

    
          Development of statistical methods and models for the analysis and integration of breast cancer high-throughput data: detection of alterations in DNA copy number and their influence in mRNA expression and survival, in order to obtain predictive markers....

      


	
      
    Dr Robin Hesketh
  

    
          I am based in the Biochemistry Department and work on several cancer related projects, primarily in collaboration with Jim Metcalfe, Kevin Brindle and Doug Easton. These fall into four areas (1) Development of anti-angiogenic gene therapy, (2) Studies...

      


	
      
    Dr Yan Yan Shery Huang
  

    
          My research group is interested in designing and developing biomimetic organ-on-chips for high-throughput drug testing. Living tissues are intricate ensembles of multiple cell types embedded in a complex, but well-defined extracellular matrix (ECM) of...

      


	
      
    Miss Ye Liu
  

    
          My PhD project will be focused on glioblastoma, the most severe and deadly form of brain cancer; and the aim is to develop 3D in vitro models that mimic brain extracellular space in order to measure migration/invasion abilities of glioblastoma cells....

      


	
      
    Dr Myriam Ouberai
  

    
          I am a Senior Research Associate at the Cambridge Nanoscience Centre where I have undertaken several interdisciplinary projects aiming to decipher the molecular processes involved in Parkinson’s disease or to improve the efficacy and safety of drugs to...

      


	
      
    Professor Vincent Gnanapragasam
  

    
              Vincent J Gnanapragasam holds a personal Chair in Urology at the University of Cambridge and is an Honorary Consultant Urologist at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge. He graduated from Newcastle University and following basic surgical training, was...
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CRUK Cambridge Centre

Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute

University of Cambridge

Li Ka Shing Centre, Robinson Way

Cambridge, CB2 0RE
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Twitter (CRUK Cambridge Centre)

Twitter (Graduate Training)
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